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Foreword

A Foreword is normally written by a person whose work is not included
in the book, to introduce the book’s authors and work to the reader. I am
not one of the authors included in the book, though I am pleased to see
that some have taken me to task for my views. The book is enriched by
having more authors than one can conveniently introduce individually.
Again, as the Editor explains (Örtenblad, Chap. 1 in this volume), rather
than being directed towards a single topic, it reports a “debate” about
leadership that has a host of angles, again too many to introduce individually. So, failing to meet the conventional criteria, this Foreword
reflects what I find in the book, along with some ideas evoked by its
project.
What the debate about professionalizing leadership lacks in structure
is made up by its relevance. Whether it is possible to professionalize
leadership—or not, and our authors are divided on this,—leadership
matters greatly in human affairs; on which all surely agree. But how to
think, talk, and write about it with profit? This is a problem. As noted,
the volume has a wonderful variety of authors and angles. Perhaps that is
the whole point. There is no simple idea that can grasp the human condition securely—only death and taxes. We bring many varied ideas to our
lives. Single ideas are the mark of dogmatics and bigots. Intelligence has
been defined as the ability to hold two “contrary” ideas in mind and still
function, to avoid being immobilized like Buridan’s Ass. Our condition
v
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is one of constantly moving on, discovering we do not know, of being
surprised, often unpleasantly. Note this only happens when we are able to
observe what we had not expected, which requires having “contrary”
ideas that lie outside what we expected, to wit, when we are being intelligent rather than dogmatic. We think about our lives pluralistically.
Leaders help us deal with this fractured appreciation, persuading us to
engage it rather than deny it, to resist the temptation to panic and hide
under the pillow. Leaders help us engage these pluralities, endlessly
changing and defying totalizing definition. It follows that leadership is
endlessly fascinating, pluralistic, and challenging, as well as relevant and
important.
But what can “professionalizing” mean, beyond asking how and why
leaders are “looked up to”? Our literature shows the persistence of “traitism”, the tautology that leaders are those with leadership qualities, and
leadership qualities are those which make some individuals leaders. This
has tempted us for centuries and undoubtedly will go on doing so for
many more. Such sloppy thinking is often comforting. We see the search
for leadership traits in ancient Greece, just as some search for them today,
without bothering to read Homer. Traitism’s claim of “traits” as “causes”
stands against a longer history of leadership as the social, religious, military and political art of shaping other’s lives (Tead 1935; De Pree 1989).
Because this does not seek causes and so explain, it may be equally tautological—leaders are those who shape others’ lives. Thinking about leadership today is about escaping these tautologies, not re-affirming them
(Hunt 1999; Lowe and Gardner 2000).
One place for Western “moderns” to start breaking out is from our
Enlightenment tradition, by examining the problems of creating and
sustaining social order once we admit individual rights and legitimate
the pursuit of individual freedoms that might conflict with others’.
Many presume leadership is about the creation of order and direction
among free individuals, especially social or organizational order.
Writing in times of horrendous social upheaval and Civil War, Hobbes
invoked the Leviathan, centralized “arbitrary” power over all citizens.
Locke invoked the Commonwealth, a system of collectively generated
laws under which free citizens voluntarily contract to live. A little later
Rousseau saw natural social order disrupted by the pursuit of property
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and reputation, calling for a social contract articulating the “general
will” to social order. Spinoza, of course, earlier denied individuals
much of the freedom and agency which, post-Locke, we presume,
pursue, and protect, advising instead the application of reason to
living.
Not many courses in leadership take off from these political theorists,
yet they remain seminal to Western thinking, including Marx. It seems
our world’s condition, and its ecological, political, economic, technological, and social upheavals are but modern variations of the situations
Hobbes, Locke, Machiavelli, and others inhabited. Most of our thinking
echoes theirs and has not advanced much beyond it, despite our computers, gene-splicing, and neuroscience. Professionalizing leadership may
mean being skilled in applying these philosophers’ thinking to our own
times, which may differ from theirs only in the technologies available to
us, especially public sanitation and “information technology”. Have people changed? If not, is leadership today about applying medicine and computers to the ancient problems of creating and maintaining social order? Is
it about evolving techniques of surveillance, real-time data, more powerful
algorithms, or the AI that pushes us forwards to Kurzweil’s “singularity”?
No doubt many people think this is where managerial leadership is headed,
for they presume there can be a formal or computable theory of leadership
into which “professionals” can be trained—a curiously dogmatic approach
that seems to deny our socio-historical circumstances, reminding us of the
Icarus fable. No computing system will be able to anticipate humans’ ability to mess up our society and thereby render leadership obsolete. A fully
computable society is as dystopian as it is unlikely.
Leadership surely reflects the challenging business and political situations we inhabit, and our intuition that some people handle such
uncertainties better than others. We applaud, or perhaps fear, such individuals. If this is a useful approach, then the notion of leadership can
only be understood through the uniqueness of the problem situation.
There are no generalities or perfect social order. Claiming there is some
universal “trait” that enables individuals so blessed to deal well with
uncertainty in every situation is curious. It implies people can be known
in a way isolated from their circumstances, that people have some core
characteristics. Yet not one of us knows our own ‘nature’ enough to
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know how we might deal with future situations. Which makes Edwards’s
anthropological account of leadership especially interesting (Edwards
2015).
The shift of research focus from the leader’s traits to her/his circumstances and thence to more modest claims about leadership, is evident in
recent studies spurred by our emerging social and organizational problems: inequity, financial collapse, gender bias, workplace harassment,
automation, changes in the work place and in work, and so on. Rather
than appearing for the first time, these problems are ever-present and
simply pressing once again into our social consciousness. The overused
term “disruption” must attach to something specific in our lives. Each
category of “problem” implies a specialized leadership needed to create
order in the face of disruption and disorder.
Is this trend merely an effect of how our academy works, of how “academic leaders” open new sub-fields to bypass impassable blocks on the
path to a generic computable theory of leadership? We apply the scientific method because it facilitates publication and generating materials to
teach, our bottom line. But does it clarify the thinking of those we call
leaders and lead them to better practice? What we write about professionalizing leaders may have more to do with professionalizing our community, enabling us to separate us “leadership scholars” from the
journalists, consultants, and snake-oil authors who write about the
human condition without scientific method. Reading Rousseau, for
instance, one cannot but be amazed at the power, economy, and relevance
of his language, and its contrast with today’s academic writings on leadership. His success lay in helping politicians and policy-makers characterize
their political circumstances, facilitating their practice, less in suggesting
generic science that dictated solutions or predicted outcomes. In short, is
the point of our literature to professionalize “practitioners” or to professionalize us and our publication-driven careers?
In his Introduction, the Editor summarizes the principal means we
have adopted to structure the “professionalization” debate (changing his
list a bit):
1. There is a systematized “knowledge-base”
2. Used to control admission to leadership as a practice
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4.
5.
6.
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Which is policed communally
To ensure responsibility in the social context and
To embrace a legitimated code of ethics
At the individual level.

The list stands on leadership writing’s “axioms” or micro-foundations:
knowledge, practice, community/society, individuals, ethics. Leadership
is a term we use to point to managed relations between these axioms.
Individuals are actors whose practice is shaped by others (leaders) in ways
that can be evaluated socially. Curiously, the list implies rather than
includes “the leader”, the individual we deem to be shaping others’ practice, presumed a different kind of individual. Which means the list pays
little attention to the relationship between leader and led, or to the leader’s mode of influencing the led. Which thus takes us towards researching
the exercise of power, also of several types (e.g. French and Raven 1959).
Ultimately leadership researchers must specify or imply a specific kind of
power and hence a specific context wherein this power is present and,
presumably, normatively and legally legitimated. There is much talk of
leadership on the battlefield. There, some command while others have
taken oaths and become duty/oath bound to obey, at the risk of their
lives. Business leadership, probably the focus of most of our authors, is
different. Perhaps there are monetary incentives, though doling these out
is probably not what we mean by leadership. There is some discussion of
non-monetary or “intrinsic” incentives (Osterloh and Frey 2000). Which
frames business leadership as adept use of a broader range of incentives—
analyzable per the context of their application.
The point here is that the discussion of leadership (in business) properly begins with ideas about its context with a “theory of the business
firm”. We are ambivalent about this. Our literature suggests two “contrary” master metaphors: the firm as a designable machine versus the firm
as a community or mini-society (Morgan 1997). When the organization
is presumed emergent, as in “organizational ecology” (Hannan and
Freeman 1989), management is peripheral; there is no leadership. If the
firm-as-machine is perfectly designed, constructed, and monitored, leadership is computational, maximizing resource use and systemic efficiency
towards a known goal. Most of what we write about leadership lies
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between these two bounds. Which axioms can take us beyond the fully
designed or fully emergent metaphors, perhaps towards some middle
ground or “third way”? Each of the book’s authors justifies writing about
leadership in their own way. The reader is invited to compare their contributions in terms of the axioms they adopt, and ponder whether they
cover the same topic or are actually divergent, whether the interplay
between the contrary ideas expands or diminishes the discussion.
Incentives are crucial to the machine model. The community model is
held together by talk. In both models, leadership is the successful exercise
of rhetoric (persuasive talk). Obviously, there are many types of professional
rhetorician: politicians, clerics, actors, even writers and teachers like us. The
history of educating people for positions of social leadership—whether in
the church, in the military, in politics, or in business—is a 2000 years’ history of studying, teaching, and practicing rhetoric. From this point of view,
business leadership means developing and delivering rhetoric that is persuasive in particular business settings. “Rhetorician” is a profession to the
extent it stands on the body of knowledge produced by 2000 years of studying “rhetorical models of man” from Aristotle on—in contrast to standing
the analysis on the “homo economicus” of the recent post-Walras era, on goal
attainment or maximization. Persuasion is contrary to the use of incentives
to shape others’ rational decision-making. The definition of “rhetorical
man” goes back, at least, to Isocrates and his axiom: “Men can persuade …
and be persuaded”. There is curiously little attention to teaching rhetoric
within the leadership canon or elsewhere, save in vestigial programs in
English composition (Peter Davis, Chap. 6 in this volume, touches on rhetoric in his critique of an essay of mine). Until the latter half of the nineteenth century, university teaching presumed students were headed towards
socially influential settings, whether in the church, military, or society generally. The curriculum was based on the trivium and quadrivium. Rhetoric
was foundational. Managers’ interest in this kind of “persuasive leadership”—contrasted against “command and control”—is evident in a flourishing practitioner-oriented literature (e.g. Heinrichs 2017). Have today’s
scholars of business rhetoric much advanced much from Aristotle?
Professionalization may well hinge on a socially legitimated “body of
knowledge” and institutionalized policing. It may well need moral and
ethical content. But the litmus test of professionalization is skilled
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 ractice; if the audience’s ethics do not matter to them, they are irrelevant
p
to the leader. The medical profession has had many periods in which its
professionals were practicing what we now regard as “incorrect science”.
Thus professionalization is more about contextualized practice than
about empirically validated knowledge (science). The modernist intuition is that good practice is determined, or at least shaped by, “correct
knowledge”—which leads us to emphasize validated science over history
and practice. Professionalization suggests we go the other way and emphasize effective practice over the science available. By analogy, does it matter
if successful competitive cyclists cannot explain how they ride? Or ride
“wrong”? If business is legitimated as democratic capitalism’s means to
make economic profits and become stable, many business leaders show
they can be professional irrespective of the scientific soundness of their
rhetoric. Perhaps the unarticulated (tacit) aspects of their practice are
more material than their conformance to some science. In other social
contexts, who knows what professionalization might mean? Perhaps professionalization means adapting to the business manager’s circumstances
and helping hone her/his rhetorical practices rather than persuing the
“higher aims” imagined by academic writers.
New York, NY, USA

J. C. Spender
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Preface

The two debates that are dealt with in this book, firstly, whether leadership is, can and should be turned into a true profession, and secondly
whether it is a good idea that higher education institutions (HEIs) offer
bachelor programs in leadership, are both close to my heart. I have taught
leadership at various HEIs since the beginning of the 1990s, and have
become convinced that it is possible—albeit difficult—to teach and
learn leadership in a HEI setting. I have become even more convinced
that there is a huge need for good leadership education, and that leadership competence can be thought of as something general that can be
executed by one person in various contexts (even if adaptations are
necessary).
With this background, for many years I have had an idea to design and
start up a bachelor program in leadership. During the years that I have
had this idea, some colleagues have been very supportive and we have
together tried to put the idea into practice. Other colleagues have met my
ideas with a more skeptical attitude. Some of these skeptics have argued
that the leader has to be very competent in whatever it is that the “followers” perform and, thus, that leaders necessarily must be recruited among
those “followers”, and for this reason leadership education should always
only be a complement to another education and that it should not be the
main education (thus, these people often argue that leadership education
should be taken at the master level).
xiii
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I am instead arguing that leaders very well may be less or virtually
incompetent in the area that the “followers” are competent in and still do
a good job as leaders, but that “leadership” may then have to be redefined.
Thus, I agree that if leadership is about instructing followers what to do
and controlling what they have done, then leaders may have to be experts
in the same area as their followers. But if leadership instead is about organizing, encouraging, and getting the most out of people—for instance, by
trusting that they know themselves what to do and how to perform it—
and to facilitate for people’s development, then leadership may very well
be something that people can perform without having much expertise in
the followers’ occupation or the tasks that they perform. Instead, leaders
could benefit from leadership expertise, which, in my opinion, is to a
large extent knowledge about people (that is, psychology, sociology etc.).
I am not saying that a person can learn to become something other
than what she or he already is through leadership education. But during
a bachelor program in leadership, a person with a deep interest in people
and leadership would be given the opportunities to reflect upon her- or
himself, and to at least get to know her- or himself well enough to understand her or his habitual/automatic feelings, thoughts and behaviors, and
be given training on alternative ways of thinking and behaving, so that
she or he as a leader has a broader set of alternative ways of dealing with
things than what she or he otherwise would have had.
For these reasons I believe that it is a good idea for HEIs to offer bachelor
programs in leadership, that is, programs where the students are supposed
to learn to become leaders. This, in turn, gives me reason to argue that
leadership should be turned into a profession, which I think could possibly
happen in the future, even if it will be challenging and time-consuming.
However, I have not successfully started up any bachelor program in
leadership, despite attempting to with the help of colleagues. There is still
a lot of resistance in academia against such efforts; possibly there is also
resistance outside academia. Neither has it always been easy to explain to
potential students what such a bachelor program is all about. Nevertheless,
my own role in the failed attempts should not be diminished. However,
I still believe in the idea, and if others have succeeded (especially in the
US), there is no reason why I or other scholars should not succeed too. I
would not be surprised if most universities around the world are offering
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bachelor programs in leadership in the future. I would guess that it will
not take more than ten or fifteen years for this to happen.
A few years ago I was arguing for this in a Swedish professional magazine, but was met by the argument that “no, leadership is no profession” by
another scholar. To me, whether leadership is or isn’t a true profession is
quite a different debate from the debate on whether or not it should be
turned into a true profession, even if there, of course, are connections
between the two debates. I agree that currently leadership is not a true profession but I believe that it can and should be turned into a profession.
The above is to give some kind of a personal background to why this
book project was started up, a book project that to at least some extent
has been different from other anthologies that I have edited. I usually like
to invite contributions that function as a “counterimage” (Ohlsson and
Rombach 2015) to the main book idea or the assumptions that the book
rests upon, which I put in a section towards the end of the book. Such
chapters tend to give books a healthy, additional dimension. In this book,
however, the very idea has been to offer a broad variety of arguments in
at least one of the two debates that are dealt with in the book: whether or
not leadership is, can and should be turned into a true profession.
Being a proponent of leadership/management being turned into a true
profession (see Örtenblad, Chap. 19 in this volume), and of bachelor programs in leadership being offered (see Örtenblad, Chap. 25 in this volume), it has been important for me, in my role as editor of the book, to do
justice to all chapters in the book, even those I agree less with or even
disagree with. My firm ambition has been to edit all contributions in an
equal and unbiased way as possible. For this reason I have put those chapters in which the authors argue against leadership as a profession at the
beginning of the book. This is meant to show respect for my antagonists.
Finally, I want to thank all the authors of the chapters for your hard
work and valuable contributions. It would have been both fruitful and
enjoyable to meet you all AFK (away from keyboard), but that will have
to wait until some other time.
Bodø, Norway
12 October 2017

Anders Örtenblad
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